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Abstract 
It is proved that for every countable ordinal y there exists a countable regular sequential 
semitopological group of sequential order y. 
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0. Introduction 
I shall denote by cl A the sequential closure of a subset A of a topological 
space. One defines the ordinal powers cl” by putting cl”A =A, cla+iA = cl(cl*A) 
and cl”A = l_lpCol cl% if (Y is a limit ordinal. The sequential order of a topological 
space is defined to be the least ordinal (Y for which cla+?q = cl*A for every subset 
A, and by a classical result the greatest possible sequential order of a topological 
space is 0,. There are many examples of topologies whose sequential order is w1 
and it is possible to construct Hausdorff topologies of arbitrary countable sequen- 
tial order (see [41). It is much more difficult to do the same if additional conditions 
on the topologies are required. In [51 Nyikos asked whether there exist sequential 
regular semitopological groups (recall that a group (G, 0) is said to be semitopo- 
logical if the map (a, b) + a 0 b is separately continuous with respect to both 
variables, and also the map a + a - ’ is continuous) or topological groups, of 
sequential order strictly between 1 and wi (see also the survey [31). In this paper I 
prove that there exist countable regular sequential semitopological Abelian groups 
of every countable sequential order. The requirement of regularity makes the 
problem considerably more difficult (see [5]). To my knowledge the analogous 
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problem for topological groups or for topological vector spaces is still open. 
Fremlin has proved in [2] that the sequential order of the space of continuous 
functions with the topology of pointwise convergence is either 1 or wi. On the 
other hand, it does not seem to be known whether the topological group of 
continuous functions from a topological space to the circle group S’ with the 
topology of pointwise convergence can have sequential order strictly between 1 and 
wi. The paper most related to this is [II, in which Dolecki and the present author 
proved that there exist Hausdorff (not regular) sequential topologies defined on 
countable Abelian groups for which the sum is jointly continuous, of every 
countable sequential order. The proof of regularity presented here (via Lemma 
1.1) has been suggested by the referee, and has replaced the more complicated one 
proposed by me. This paper has been prepared partially during my stay at 
Universite de Bourgogne, Dijon, France. 
1. The topology 
Let y be a (fixed) nonzero countable ordinal. We are going to construct a 
countable regular sequential semitopological group of sequential order y. Let B,, 
(Y E y, be countable subgroups of R such that every B, has 0 as an accumulation 
point, and B, n B, = (0) if (Y # p. Let 
G = {f: y + R: supp f is finite and f(a) E B,, Va E y}, 
where supp f denotes the set of points at which f takes nonzero values. G has a 
natural structure of Abelian group. We put m(f) = min(supp f) if f~ G\(O) and 
m(O) = y. We put 
8= f~G\{o}: If(m(f)) 1 = t 
We are going to equip G with a topology which makes G a countable sequential 
regular semitopological group of sequential order y. We say that a subset U of G 
is open if for every f~ U there exists n : y + IO, + w[ such that f + U, c U, where 
u, = IgE~\{O): I s(Ns)) I -?(m(g))I ” 101. 
Let us note that, by our assumptions on B,, we have I fMf>>I > I f(a>l if 
f~ S\{O) and (Y #m(f). It is not difficult to see that a sequence Cf,),, converges 
to f in G if and only if 
(1.1) f, -f uniformly, 
n 
(1.2) f, - f E 8 for almost all n, 
(1.3) the set {m(f, -f>: y1 E N1 is finite. 
It is clear that G is a countable semitopological group. It is also easy to prove that 
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G is sequential. Indeed, suppose U is a sequentially open subset of G and let 
fe U; then for every (Y E y there exists v((Y) > 0 such that f + Ua,7Caj c U, where 
U a,?(a) = {gE& m(g) = (Y and Ig(a>I <q(a)), 
for, in the contrary case, we could easily find g, @ U such that g, ~:f, a 
contradiction. Then, f + U, = {f} U U a ,,<f + Ua,7Caj) G U, and so U is open. We 
now want to show that G is regular. Note that, if we put llfll = sup, E y I f(a) I for 
every f : y -+ R, it follows from the preceding considerations that the topology 
induced by 11 11 on G is coarser than that previously defined. We also observe that 
both 8 and every set of the form U, with 77 : y +]O, + w[ are closed in G, and, in 
fact, they are closed subsets of G with respect to II II. Now, in order to get the 
regularity of G it is sufficient to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.1. Let X be a countable set. Suppose we are given a family ZYx of subsets of 
X containing x for each x E X, and a topology 7 on X defined by 
WE7 = VXEW,3UEzYx/,: ucw. 
Suppose that r is TI and that every member of every 2Yx is r-closed. Then r is 
regular. 
Proof. Let x E WE 7. Enumerate X as (x,1,, N with x0 =x. Choose wwences 
(u,), (V,) (n E N) of closed subsets of X such that V. = Vi, x0 E U. c W, U. E gxC,, 
and, for n > 0: 
if x, E U Uj, then V, = fl and U, E 2Yxn and U, c W\ IJ I/;., 
j<n j<n 
if x, P U l$, then U, = # and V, E 2Yxa and V, LX\ U q. 
j<n j<n 
One can easily prove that U je & is an open and closed set containing x and 
included in W (note that Uj,&=X\(Uj,.~)>. 0 
2. The sequential order of G 
Proposition 2.1. For every A c G, we have cP’+lA = clyA. 
Proof. Let A c G. We prove that for every (Y 2 y we have 
(PJ VP I y (f = lim f,, f, E cl”A and m( f, -f I= p, tin, f E cl”A) * p 2 (Y. 
n 
Let us note that (PO) is trivial. Suppose now that (P,) holds for every (Y < Z with 
Z I y and prove that (P,) holds as well. First, observe that if p I Z, then for every 
(Y such that p I (Y 4 Cr, we have 
(Q,) vfE&!A,ve>O, 3fEEclPA: Ilf-f,ll<e and m(f,-f>2/3. 
Indeed, (Q,) is obvious; also, if p <(Y’ 5 Z and we assume that (Q,) holds for 
every LY such that p I (Y < cy’ and f E cl% \clpA, then there exist (Y and f, E cl*A, 
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such that p I CY < CY’, f,, ;: f and f ~4 CPA, and thus, by (Q,) and (P,) we deduce 
(Q,,). Now, let us suppose that for some p <Z, f = lim, f,, f, E @A and 
m( f, -f) = p for all II, f 65 cl’A. Since f,, - f e 8 for II sufficiently large, by (Q,) 
we can find g, E clpA such that m(g, -f I= p and g, -f E 8 for every n, and 
llg,--fll;:O.Then g,Tf and fEclP+!4 G clEA, a contradiction, and thus (P,) is 
proved. The thesis is an immediate consequence of <P,,). 0 
Let Ga,, = 1.f~ G: llfll- -c E and supp f c [O,a]} for (Y E y and E > 0. Let us 
observe that the sets G,,, are closed. Now, we prove 
Proposition 2.2. For every (Y < y we have 
CT,) VE > 0, IA, E G Gcy,E: 0 E cP+‘A,. .\cl”A, E. 
Proof. (T,) is a simple consequence of the fact that 0 is an accumulation point of 
B,. Suppose (T,) holds for every (Y < Z with 0 < Z < y and prove that CT,) holds as 
well. Let (a,), be an increasing sequence of ordinals such that Z = sup, E N(~k + 1). 
Given E > 0, let (akjk be a sequence in B, converging to 0 and such that 0 < ak I E 
for every k. Let A.,, = IJ kEN{akxz +Aak,ak }, where we denote by xa the charac- 
teristic function of {a), i.e., the function from y to 1w which attains the value 1 at (Y 
and 0 at the other points. Then A,,, c G,,,. Clearly, akx,- E c~~“+‘A~,~ c clzAA,-,,, 
and thus 0 = lim, a,xa E cl”+‘A,,,. It remains to prove 0 e cl’A,,,. We first note 
that in order to prove this, it is enough to show that for every LY I C-u we have 
(V,) cl%,,, G U {akx, + claAa,,J. 
k=N 
Now, (V,) is trivial. Suppose (V,) holds with /? <a. Then, if f E cI~+~A,-,,, there 
exist f,, E clpA,,, such that f, 2 f. Then there exist k(n) E N and g, E clPA~k~n~,ak~n~ 
such that f,, = akc,jxa + g,. We see that (k(n)), cannot tend to + 03, for, in the 
contrary case we would have czkcnj 2 p and then g, # 0 by (TLlkcn,), for n sufficiently 
large. Since also llg,ll < akcnj, and supp g, c [O,Z[, we would have f,, $C 8 for n 
sufficiently large. Thus, since 11 f,ll2 0, (f,>, would not converge, a contradiction. 
Therefore, we can and do assume k(n) = k for every IZ, then g, ;: g E cI~+~A~~,~~, 
f =aZx,-+g, and thus (Vp+r ) is proved. Since it is trivial to prove that if p is a 
limit ordinal 5 E, and (V,) holds for every (Y < /3 then it holds also for (Y = /3, then 
(V,) holds for every CY I E! and the proof is complete. 0 
By Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 it follows at once that the sequential order of G is 
Y. 
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